
Review and ‘How to make’ the Butlers Printed Models Comet. 

 
This is number four of the excellent new releases from Butlers Printed Models, the reviews of the 
Centaur, Cromwell and Challenger are already on this site.  
 
As mentioned in the other reviews, which you may or may not have read,  Butlers Printed Models 
(BPM for convenience henceforth) through 3D printing technology, have a pedigree of not only 
producing their models in several scales, from 6mm to 28mm, with a graduated price scale, but also 
often in several variants. The Comet only came in two ‘combat variants, A and B, and you also get 
the choice of turret with or without smoke dischargers This model, in 1/144 scale is £3.70 either 
way. 
 
The Comet tank was designed to replace the Challenger and Sherman Firefly, both high profile tanks, 
and thus easier to spot by nasty German tanks and assault guns. It had good speed and fairly good 
armour. Unlike the Cromwell, it had a good main gun with regards dealing with the armour of the 
later marks of German tanks, the 77mmL50. Armour was marginally upgraded and in light of 
experience of armour operation with infantry in Northern Europe, it had two radio sets, one for 
communication amongst the Troop, and one dedicated to talking to supporting infantry unit. It also 
had a telephone attached top the outer turret, for direct communication between infantry and the 
tank commander. 
 
First deliveries to the ‘front’ were made in December 1944, and 11th Armoured Division was the only 

British formation to be equipped with them by the end of the war. 
 
With regards this model, as in many PBM models, some may feel a 

little intimidated by the ‘scurf’ that appears on the ‘raw’ model. 

This is the ‘architecture which supports the model during the 

printing process, but on their site there is a clear tutorial on how 

to remove it, and believe me, it is dead simple, and strangely 

therapeutic. (Don’t throw the scurf away by the way, I will explain 

why when I show you my technique for making ruined buildings 

which will appear in a future article.)  

Being no painting genius, I would probably be best categorised as 

a ‘journeyman’ modeller and painter, creating models that look 

‘ok’ on the Wargames table, so let’s get started. 

This is another crisp model once the scurf is removed. I will be 

making the MkIV with the 75mm gun. It is well scaled and in two 

parts, the turret and hull. I particularly like the exhaust ‘snorkel’ at 

the back of the engine compartment. The plastic resin of the 

printing technique makes it crisp and light, and with the minimum 

of rat tail filing, (though it is worth mentioning that to get the 

‘flow’ of the tracks sorted, it’s worth applying some attention.) so 

everything looks and works well. The only ‘addition’ I will make to 

this model is the radio Arial, which I think adds a nice touch. 

Having ‘sourced’ your antenna wire, (see previous reviews for 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

where to source!)cut a length that looks to scale and using a very 

fine pointed rat tail file, bore a hole in the correct location... there 

is a point ‘marked’ on the roof of the turret, but it’s worth looking 

at an image of a real Cromwell to confirm the correct location. As 

this model is made from a form of plastic, boring the hole is easy. 

Glue with super glue, then leave it for a day or so to ensure the 

bond is sound. 

Once the base colour (Valejo black grey, 168) Now it’s time to put 

on the actual base colour. This is Tamiya Olive drab. (xf-62) I have 

read that many painters use lighter colours with smaller models, 

and I can see the logic to it... the eye is fooled apparently. But for 

me, I will stick to as accurate as I can get. I used a brush, with a 

10% dilution of the paint for this model. Next, after applying the 

second coat, again diluted by 10%, The track was painted Valejo 

Oily Steel (177),  

To give a highlight effect, I use a 95% dilute wash of any 

manufacturer’s matt black along the exposed features, (hatches 

etc) but don’t get carried away here... less is more.  

And once everything is dry, it’s time for the dry brushing. Again, 

less is more. Really. The lightest of touches here using Valejo Buff 

(120) does the job for me. I add decals at this point where 

required. Occasionally in photos of the period you see large Allied 

stars in white 

plastered over the 

vehicle... however, the more experienced the crew, the 

smaller the star, as it proved to be a good aiming point 

for German AT weapons.  

This tank is marked up for HQ Squadron, of the Second 

Regiment.  

This is another lovely model from BPM. Congratulations! 

 

And now I hear there have been some upgrades on some of the earlier models in their catalogue. I’m 

looking forward to seeing and reviewing them!  

 

 

 

 

 

 



Then, it’s time to base your model, if you so choose. 

The base for this one is designed for ‘The War on the Ground’ rules. Obviously, in my humble 

opinion, the very best you can get for a great... and realistic game.  

Ok... plug done. I hope you have found this a useful article. Look out for the next... the BPM Comet. 

(Huzzah! Along with the Challenger, a tank with a gun that could take on the ‘Big Cats’.) 

So, in conclusion, this is a fine model and represents excellent value whether you are a hard core 

Wargamer, or collector of military vehicle models. 

 


